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Abstract

The present study deals with the question of inter:: and

intracultural differences in the perception of family

roles. Adolescents of two highly industrialized but

culturally very different nations were comparied: Japan

and West GerMany. In each culture, groups of more modern

and more tradiional adolescents were selec-Oed. The data

are based on questionnaires from N = 156 male and female

s-students from Japan and N = 148 male and female students

from WTSt Germany. The results sbowed significant inter-

and intra-cultural differences in the perceived.decision-

making power in respect'to several domairks of life and

the preferred role differentiation in the family: No

cultural differences occurred in the kind of relation

between adolescents and:their parents.,4n ppite o'f

considerable similarity in respect,to equgl decision making

for mothers and fathers in both cultures, the' Japanese s

compared to the German fathers exert more influence as

perceived by their children.. (b) General attitudes of thd

adolescents indicate greatinter-cultural differences: Japa-
.

nese as compared to German adolescents-advocate the traditio-

nal role differentiation moX.e. However, intra-cultural

(modern vs. traditional sub-groups) and gender effects have

to be taken into adcoUnt in each culture. (c) Adolescents in

both cultures report a closer relation to their mothers than

to their fathers. - Thp data are discussed.from thepoint

of view ok different cultural values determining-the
A.."

nature of family roles. .
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Family Roles As Perceived

By Ja anese and German Adolescentd

Gisela Trommsdorff
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1

One may conceive of family roles (in the conjugal family)

as the dynamics of interrelations betWeen mother, father and

children, which are determined in part by Ipci5.ion making

influence (who dectde5 in gerneral, or in specific dOmains

of life) and sex role preferences.

. However, it remains unclear from present studies on family

role whether decision making and sex rble preference are inter-

changeable variables, or whether they represent different

aspects of family roles, which need not be the same in different
\

cultures. The present study deals with the question whether--as

theories of moderniza'tion postulatedemocratic deci5ion making

in the family and "modern" sex role preferences necessarily develop

by industrialization in a highly diffeie-nt cultures such as Japan.

For Germany, recent studies demonstrate a Considerable

decrease of traditional patriarchal values and an inci asing

tendency tbwards equality and.partnership between man and woman,

.increasing participation of'fathers in the socialization of

children, and a rising tendenCy of mothecs to choose a double

role by returnihg to work, at.the latest'after their children
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enter schoolin shor a general tendency towards interchange-
\

abilitirof sex roles ( . Bundesminister, 1976; Beck-Gernsheim,
4

180; Nave-Herz, 1981).
IJ,

In the Japanese traditional culture the traditional Con-

fucian varues of group solidarity ("ie") and obligation ("giri"),

oI loyalty and obedience to authority, and the patriarchal and

paternalistic.kinship structure, served asjthe moral code and

pattern for social relations inside and outside the ialgly

(cf..Nakane, 1970; Hsu, 1975)..Closely related to the traditional

patriarchal.values was the Buddhist and Confucian belief in theI.
inferiority of women.

After Japan's surrender, the occupation gave women

guarantees for equality which were An many aspects more progresilv

than in other democratic societies. This could have,given the ,

Japanese women the chance to acquire more equality in the family

domain, to receive higher education and equal opportunities on

the job market, to become economically and socially more inde--.

pendent and self-reliant.

However, recent studies"demonstrate considerable inequality

of men and women in higher education or On the j.ob market, ei/en

more pronounced than in the west (Foreign Press Center,'1977,

TrommsdOrff, 1982).. On the other hand, studies.on the Japanese

modern middle-clAs_family describe the modern Japanese, woman

as excertinciconsiderable$influence in family and culture (Nakane,

197o; Linhart, 1976; Morsbach, 1977, Trommsdorff, 1979; Vogel,

1979). he is manly resplinsible for the soCialization of her

ch4hren, to whom she has n especially close relation, and
4
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hex. influence On budget decisions should be consirable since
1

her husband hands over his salary to her.

In order compare the family roles in Germany as a Western

and Lt Japan as an Eastern culture as an effect of industriali-

zation it may be useful to differentiate, beside inter-cultural

comparisons, between more tradftional and mord-modern stibgroUps,

'in each culture, assuming that such intra-cultural variance

partly determines the speed and quality of social bhpnge.

Nethod

Sample

In each culture, a group of mor "modern" and more

"traditional""female students wa's Selected on account of

educational background..

Altogether, 156.Japanese studentp (4o modern and

traditional females and '4o males)- and 148 German students

(58 modern and 49 traditional females, and 41 male's) partici-

pated in the stuay.

Instruments

The students nweredthe questionnaires in their classes.

The questionnaires had been translated into Japanese and

back-translated by bilingual Japanese. The items of these

questionnaires tapped:

deciSion making power of parents (ideal and real);

7 sex role,preference.

6



Results and Discussion

Our data show that in both count/2, joint decision

making is preferred rather than either purely mothers' or

fathers' last word in decisions. However, in Japan as compared

to Germanyf adolescents' preference for,and perception ot

equality in decision making (ideal and real) of mother and

father is less Pronounced. Furthermore, the Japanese father is
4

perceived.as bging more influential than the mother in most

areas of decisisn making. Even in the'assumedly most important

areas of decision making--budget and socialization of the

childrenthe Japanese father has more, and the mother less to

say than.their German counterparts.

These results support the assumption faca patriarchal

family structure in Japan (cf. Koyama, 1962; Johnson, 1976),

and underline its present stability from the point Of view of

adolescents, while the thesis of the powerful,Japanese Mother

(cf. Ndkane, 197o; Mae, 1981) is not supported.

Attitudes and perceptions concerning decision'-making,power

in the family are embedded in general beliefs and attitudes on

gerder-role differentiation, as has beenassumed by Scanzoni &

Szinovacz (198o). Japanese as compared to German males are

more expected to,support the family, while women should rather

stali at home; Japanese women may only work if mo problems come

up in theif family. These results indicate a strong tendency of

Japanese as compared to German adolescents to adhere to a

patriarchal family structure and traditional sex-roles.



hough Japanese adolescents basically accept the traditional

, patriarchal fampiy structure, with the father as legitimate
A

authqFity who is responsible for the support of the family,f
esse4tial inconsistencies wi,threspect to the ideal image of

deciabn-making occur: Equality between husband and wife is

moreWalued than dominance of the father.

ur data clearly indicate inconsistencies between the

valui Of equality one te one hand, and the preference for

tradi4onal sex roltvlifferentiation on the other hand.

Obvio sly, these different indicators of family roles have a

sirni1r meaning in Germany but a different meaning,in Japan

It shild be interesting Dow future research to study the

possx le effects of such "inconsistencies" between "modern"

and raditional" attitudes related to family roles: Are thse

onlyanconsistencies fromt.he point of view of Western theori-
it

zing?1 Or do such discrepancies teally exist in Japan and affect

social and value chan)gé with respect to the famillyomain?
,

'Some of the inter-cultural differences can Se better

explained by looking at-subgroups in each culture. Sex-
,

specific'intra-cultural comparisons demonstrate for several'

items that in Japan, male adolescents prefer.the patriarchal

family structure and related gender.roles 0 a larger extent

than females. If sex-specific differences in such perceptions

and attitudes occur at all in Germany, males present themselves

even as ore "modern" 'than females.

-

Socialization-specific, intra -cultural comparisons partly
I,

support the'assumption that differences in edutation may be,

8



an indicator for different socialization and related values
0

concerning family power and sex roles. "Modern" females--

especially in dermany--prefer.the- double role of the working

mother to a larger extentthan "traditional" females; they

also prefer equal power and responsibility Of husband and

wife more.than the "traditional" group-. In btrjet decisions,

the "traditional" girls of both countries prefer mothersIs

dominance.

These intra-cultural differenbei clearly icidicate the,

e need to look for theoretically relevant subgroups when doing,

cross-cultural research in order to specify the conditions

and correlates of the variables under stlidy. Poss:ibly, the

sex-specific differences in perceive& ahd valued family roles

(more traditional preferences for males) may indicate thaf. for

Japan, changes in sex roles will be rather slow as long as

males adhere.to the patriarchal family system.

Conclusion

Our cross-cultural study family roles has shown that

"modern4 values, attitudes and behavior related to family roles'

need not necessarily occur in equally advanced but culturally

different societies. "Modernization" may affect specific

values but leave unchanged other beliefs and behavior related,

to. family roles. FurthermOre, our crosg-cultural study supports

the asSumption that family role is a theoretical construct which
4

should be studied with respect to itl.tiple components. We

have seen that these components may not have the same meaning



7
and function in different culturOrs. This leads to question

the theoretical and empirical relations between the components

of family roles in further research.

VO
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Table 1

ofamtfroles'. Decision-making pOwer (percentage of responses)

Culture
/

JAPAN
i

Gender
fe,nales males tota3

Modern/ t total totalTraditional

. Budget

Ideal

mother 2.5 22.4 15.5 7.5 13.5
father 7.5 11.8 10.3 20:0 12.8

. both 9o.o 65.8 74.1 72.5 73.7
,

Real

mother 40.0 37.3 38.3 26.3 35.3
father 27.5 21.3 23.5 26.3 24:2
both 32.5 41.3 38.3 47.4 40.5

. Vacation

ideal

mother 2.52_ 3.9, 3.4 5.o 3.8
' 0- father 7.5 6.6 6.9 12.5 8.3

both 9o.o 89.5 89.7 82.5 87.8

Real
. .

mother 17.9 20.3 19.5 7.5 16.3
- father 38.5 23.o 28.3 37.5 3o.7

both 43.6 56.8 52.2 55.0 52.9

. Socj,alkz,
zation

Ideal

mother-

father.

both

Real

mother

father

both

0.0 1.3 o.9 5.0 1.9
o:o 7.9 5.2 7.5 5.8

9o.8 94.0 87.5 92.3

27:5 17.3 2o.9 22.2 21.2
10.0 26.7 2a.9. 3o.6 23.2
62.5 56.6 58.3 47.2 55,6

FRG

females males tot
t. total total

3.8 2o.4 11.9 5.o
0.0 2.o 1.o 0.0

96.2 77.6 87.1 95.0

32.7 42.9 37.6 32.5
13.5 6.1 9.9 22.5
53.8 51.0 52.5 45.o

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

9.7

0.7

89.6

35.4

13.9.

50.7

0.0
0.0

1 oo . o 1 cp:o loo
. o 1 oo . o 1 oo . o

18.o

22.o

6o.o

47.2

9.4

43.4

1o.2 14.1 10.3

12.2* 17.2 33.3

77.6 68.7 56.4

2.1 1.0 2.5

o.o 1.0 0.01
97.9 98.o 97.5

49.o 48.o 30.0

6.1 7.6 15.0

44.9. 44.1 55.0

12.8

21.3

66.o

1.4

o.7

97.9

42.8

9.7

47.6
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Table 2

Attitudes to sex-role differentiation and decision-making power

Culture

Cender

Modern/Traditional.

Sex-role differentiation1

1. Men should support
the family

2. Politics is the domain
of man

3. Men and women should be
socialized differently

Decision-making power 1

-4. Men should have the
last.word

5. Women should give in

Sex-Role (composite

score) 1,2

females

JAPAN

males

total

total females

.

.1:TG

males

total

total
totaf total

3.o3 3.39 3.27 3.38 3.3q 1.66= 2.37 2.00 .1.95 1.98

A

2.00 2.25 2.16 2.51 1.28 2.o6 1.66 1.48. 1A1

1.93 2.37 2.22 2.72. 2.34 1.47 1.82 1.64 1.53 1.61

A

2.78 3.41 3.19 : 3.51 3.27 1.28 1.8o 1.53 1.5o 1.52

1.67 2.25 2.o5 2.82 2.25 1.3o 1.37 1.33 1.48 1.38

2.14 2.68 2.49 3.o2 2.63 1.35 1.66 1..5o 1.5o 1.5o

1
5-point-scale: 1 = disagree completely ... 5 = 'agree completely.
2Mean of items 1 to 5.



Significant t values

Note: t-tests for independent samples

1) Differences between Cultures

I, k

ole differentiation
1. Men should support family
2. Politics is domain of men

socialized differently
3. Men and women should be

eDcizion-meking power
4. Men should have last word

[ 5. Women should give in

'sex role (composite score)

total sample females male's modern
females

traditional
'femaleb

9.78'
5.47""

5.86'

i3.64r"
8.16'44"

3.6omc

'4.o6"(

1 o . 5 7 "4
6.11)`"

9.43'

4.8,54

4.48'm

9 o 2 '"

6.38

7.64"'

4.2owm,

2.23w

6.38 s"
2.48 l

5 .o5

4.80*0

2.73 '41

7.39'm

7.13"'

2). Difference's within CUltures

FRG Japan' .
FRG Japan

females femalesfeinales vs . males females vs . males
modern vs. traditional modern vs. txad-

tinon
Role'differentiations

1. Men should support family
2. Politics is domain of men
3. Men and women should be

socialized differently

Decision-making power

4. Men should have last word
5. Women should give in.

Sex role (composite score)..

472.3oo

4:

-4.o3"."

-3.14 "

72.51 ww

1.

-2.07'

-2.66"
-3.34)1"

4 Pr " p <.o1; 4" P
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Table 3 ,

Altitudes to wdrking tvives(percentage of responses)

Culture

Gender

Modern/Traditional

females

JAPAN

males,

total

total females

t

FRG

total

males

total

total

total:

Who should support
the family11

men (Yes) 37.5 ,47.4 44.o 67.5 So.o 13.o 22.4 17.5 7.7 17.5

both(yes) 62.5 5o.o 54.3 32.5 48.7 87.o 77.6 82.5 92.3 82.5

Women should stay home

yes 2.5 7.9 6.o 12.5 6.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

no 97.5 92.1 "94.o 87.5 94.o 00.0 loo.o loo.o oo.o 1oo.o

Women should only work
in case of no children

lo.o 7.9 8.6 7.5 806 18..9 49.o 333 lo.o 33.3

no 9o.o 92.1 91.4 92.5 91.4 811 51.o 66.7 9o.o 66.7

..if husband and-chil-

dren are taken care of

yes 72.5 69.7 7o.7 62.5 7o.7 26.4 32.7 29.4 29.4

no 27.5 3o.3 29.3 37.5 29.3 73.6 67.3 7o.6

.27.5

72.5 .7o.6

..evest if problems

come up

yes 12.5 9.2 lo.3 5.o lo.3 45.3 4.1 25.5 47.5 25.5

no 87.5 9o.8 89.7 95.o 89.7 54.7 95.9 74,.5 52.5 74.5

1
Ulle responses add up to l00% when the category "women" is.included.

18



Table 3 contin.

-4.

.
'family

: Japan vs. FRG

roles" -1 4-

/

.

,

S ignifieant chi
2

:

.

1) Differences- between Cultures

yes vs: no ^total sample femalias males modern
females

traditional
females

4

. men- support
both support

..

should stay home

no children

only if taken care of

even if: problemd come up

. 4o.89m

43.53"i

, 9.69"
)16.8444

47.27 *14

29.96"

16.53' 27.5o' 6.411"
.

18.56"A 27.5o'" 6:41'

4.57* - -
19 .o7" - -
35.394" 8.54" 17.67 ""

7.63" 16 .,53*"
$A

6.86 "
8.37 "

. -
25.36 ""

15.10'
2 ) Differences within 6ultures : . ,

.

.

.

.,

. .
, ,

.

...) t ;fem.

q
yes vs . no

FRG
al.bsvs. males

Japan FRG
fema- vs . males \females
les modern vs .

traditional
T- ,

.

. Japan
females
modern vs .1

$

traditional -
t

men support

both support

should stay home

no children

only if taken care Of

..... even if problems come up

.

-
-
-
6.84"

-
5 015"

\--

* .
.

5.683' -
4..82 -

-
- a. o8 "

-, ..-

- 2o. 64 '".

,

t.,
-`5- - .

-
-
-, .

p <.o5; 114 p <.o1; "" p <.00l .
---

,

'4-

.

2 o
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Table 4

Relation to Parents

'JAPAN
FRG

total total

Reiation to

mother 1

father
1

, .

difference

10.28

,11.§1

i.63 8.66*

9.88

11.21

1.33 6 .o74.

'p <.001

1
Sum of 3 items, each measured on five-point-scales: 1 = very good

4,5 = very bad.
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for the data collection of the "traditional" female group

in Germany, and to Wolfgang Woerner for carAully reading
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